Introduction

Currently, anatomic lobectomy is the standard treatment for all operable non-small cell lung cancers (NSCLCs), while sublobar resections have traditionally been used as parenchymal sparing procedures in patients with significantly reduced pulmonary function. In recent years, adenocarcinoma has been given two new unique classifications: adenocarcinoma-in-situ and minimally invasive adenocarcinoma (1). As they are rarely considered to be associated with nodal involvement, many studies of intentional limited resection have investigated these adenocarcinomas, which are either pure ground-glass nodule (GGN) or part solid GGN on computed tomography (CT). Excellent surgical outcomes, with no evidence of recurrence after sublobar resection, have been demonstrated (2).

It is reasonable to perform a less invasive resection of a smaller volume of the lung tissue. This simple procedure of wedge resection may be sufficient if the tumors were located in the peripheral sub-pleural parenchyma. However, wedge resection is inadequate for a lesion located deep in the lung. Segmentectomy is preferred in such cases to secure an adequate surgical margin (3). In open thoracotomy surgery, a tumor is dissected bluntly by maintaining a sufficient margin while directly palpating the tumor. However, in a thoracoscopic surgery in which the surgeon’s hand cannot be passed directly into the thoracic cavity, it is important to have a clear anatomical understanding before proceeding with the operation.

Patient selection and work up

Our basic selection criteria for thoracoscopic segmentectomy were as follows: (I) a tumor size less than 2 cm, and a solid component ratio less than 20%, If the tumors is considered to be a lung cancer. Moreover, the selection of procedures between wedge resection and segmentectomy depend on the tumor location and the GGO ratio (Figure 1); (II) patients with compromised resection compromised patients who were considered to be poor candidates for lobectomy because of limited cardiopulmonary reserve or other comorbidities (III) patients with metastases, and (IV) patients with benign lesions.

Wedge resection was considered to be inappropriate in...
all cases because of the tumor size or location in the deep parenchyma. Written informed consent was obtained from all patients.

Standard blood, spirometric tests and electrocardiography for patients undergoing thoracic operation are mandatory. The other requirements for surgery is a reliable confirmation of a CT scan of the chest.

**Preoperative preparation**

Preoperative CT simulation is important. With rapid advances in multi-detector CT (MDCT) in recent years, it has become possible to easily perform three-dimensional (3D) processing not only in a workstation but also on an operating room.

By using MDCT, we understand each patient's individual anatomy and can perform operations mainly by defining the course of arteries and veins. Usually in many hospitals, radiologists or technicians construct the 3D image using a workstation. The arteries and the veins are separately segmented and color-coded by CT value, and these volume-rendered images are then merged into the 3D-CT angiography. This image is ideal but it takes a long time to create. Thoracic surgeons know the basic anatomy of the lung, and therefore don’t need complex images. When we use volume rendering methods, we prepare simple images that meet our needs in as little time as approximately seven minutes and by cutting out the area of interest, the image can be magnified, de-magnified or rotated during surgery (**Figure 2**) (4). We previously reported that port-access thoracoscopic segmentectomy could be safely be performed in all segments using this approach, termed Segmentectomy Achieved by MDCT for Use in Respective Anatomical Interpretation (SAMURAI) (5).

**Equipment preference card**

No special instrument is needed. The HARMONIC or ENSEAL or LIGASURE device make it easier to dissection of segmental vessels and lung parenchyma.

**Procedure**

We collapsed the lung on the operating side to anesthetize the patients under differential ventilation. During the procedure, the surgeons stood on the ventral side of the patient and the assistants stood on the dorsal side. The image, on the side of the assistants, was rotated 180 degrees.
Four ports (one with a diameter of 20 mm, and three with a diameter of 5 mm) were prepared for the port-access technique (6) (Figure 3).

Previously, we first treated the segmental artery and bronchus at the pulmonary hilum and then the pulmonary parenchyma was incised. However, it was not possible to cover resection of all segments with this method alone.

As the segmental artery is located at the pulmonary hilum in the superior segment of the lower lobe, identification and dissection are relatively easy. However, as arterial branches are embedded in the pulmonary parenchyma in some segments, it is sometimes necessary to preserve the proximal branch and divide the peripheral branch.

The venous branches within the segment become intersegmental veins as they concentrate, and return to the hilum. In segmentectomy, it is very important to understand these intersegmental and intra-segmental veins.

In recent cases, we first dissected the pulmonary parenchyma along the intersegmental vein using an energy device or an electrical cautery, and the intrasegmental vein was identified (Figure 4) (7). The division of the intrasegmental veins allows for the identification of the intersegmental border and facilitates further parenchymal dissection. Subsequently, we could reach the target artery and bronchus (8).

The basis of segmentectomy is to isolate and divide the bronchus and then dissect its peripheral pulmonary parenchyma. For conventional segmentectomy in open thoracotomy, division at the intersegmental border has been generally performed by dissecting the bronchus in the target lung and collapsing the lung on the peripheral side.

In this situation, jet ventilation has been reported useful as an inflation method for the affected segment in thoracoscopic surgery or small thoracotomy (9). However, this method requires equipment and another doctor to maneuver the bronchoscope. Some institutions experienced such difficulties and various modifications have been devised. Direct inflation into the bronchus using a buttery needle from the operative field was reported to be useful (10). However, great care is warranted as this approach can reportedly cause an air embolism.

Moreover, we experienced that some young unskilled anesthetist could not insert the bronchoscope into the smaller bronchi. Therefore, we attempted to block the bronchus by ligation with expansion of the affected segment. We ligated a bronchus conventionally using a knot pusher after ventilation when the bronchus was narrow.

We found the slip-knot technique using 3-0 or 4-0 monofilament thread customized from the previously reported modified Roeder knot was useful since it enabled the surgeon to ligate the bronchus during ventilation of the lung. The bronchus is then closed by pulling the thread (Figures 5,6) (11), and is effective for creating an inflation-deflation line (Figure 7) (12). We believe that this method can be generalized because it does not require any special equipment and is applicable at any time.

We dissected the parenchyma along the inflation-deflation line, using an energy device or electrical cautery at the hilum as well as staplers. In lung cancer surgery, the surgical margin is more important than the inflation-deflation line, therefore, sometimes we perform a larger dissection of the lung parenchyma.

**Conclusions**

Anatomical thoracoscopic segmentectomy is seems to be
one of the most complicated surgery. But, comprehension of the intersegmental and intrasegmental veins using 3DCT simulation and creation of an inflation-deflation line by using a method of inflating the affected segment can be performed safely adequate surgical margin.

Role of team members

To manage effectively patients undergoing segmentectomy there must be a well organized team consisting of several specialists, operative treatment and postoperative care of patients.

(I) Thoracic surgeons—selection of patients for segmentectomy, performance of an operation in minimally invasive technique.

(II) Anaesthesiologists—proper conducting of anaesthesia.

(III) Nurses—care of patients before and after an operation.

Tips, tricks and pitfalls

We consists several knacks and tips in order to perform successful thoracoscopic segmentectomy.

One is using 3D image by computed tomography angiography, which enables precise understanding the complicated individual anatomy of pulmonary vessels. Second is an effective use of energy devices and staplers. We uses energy device to divide intersegmental plane in the center of lung, referring intersegmental veins. On the other hand, stapler is used in the peripheral lung.

Third is a slipknot on the resecting small bronchus, which closes the resecting bronchus in a moment, while using inflation-deflation method to show intersegmental line.

Above all, the importance of safe surgery due to precise and spatial understanding of anatomy cannot be overemphasized. And as a cancer surgery, no inferior survival outcome is necessary, as well as better postoperative QOL and less morbidity.
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